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Abstract. The sorting by strip exchanges (aka strip exchanging) problem is motivated by applications in optical character recognition and
genome rearrangement analysis. While a couple of approximation algorithms have been designed for the problem, nothing has been known
about its computational hardness till date. In this work, we show that
the decision version of strip exchanging is NP-Complete. We present a
few new lower bounds for the problem along with the stated result. The
NP-Completeness proof is based on reducing sorting by strip moves, an
already known NP-Complete problem, to strip exchanging. The former is
a widely studied problem also motivated by optical character recognition
and genome rearrangement analysis.

Introduction
0.1

Motivation

The sorting by strip exchanges problem is minimizing the number of strip exchanging moves to sort a permutation. A strip exchanging move constitutes interchanging the positions of two strips in the permutation. A strip is a maximal
sorted sub-string of the initial permutation. As an example, in the permutation
8 2 5 6 3 9 1 4 7 on nine elements, there are eight strips, and {5 6} is the only
strip containing more than a single element. Strips once formed are not broken
in subsequent steps, but are joined to form larger strips. The final permutation
is the sorted or identity permutation, which contains only one strip. As an example, the permutation 1 4 3 2 5 could be sorted to 1 2 3 4 5 by using a single
strip exchanging move: exchange 4 and 2. Without loss of generality, the strips
of any permutation could be replaced by just a single element.
The sorting by strip exchanges problem is motivated by its application in the
area of optical character recognition. In optical character recognition, certain
text regions are marked and referred to as zones. Its essential to have all the
zones in the correct order in the final output. This could be achieved by a strip
exchanging algorithm. In this aspect, its quite similar to the problem of sorting
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by strip moves 1 [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. The sorting by strip moves problem is
minimizing the number of strip moves to sort a permutation. A strip move is
just moving a strip to a different position in the permutation. As an example,
the same permutation 1 4 3 2 5 could be sorted to 1 2 3 4 5 by using 2 strip
moves: move 4 and move 2. Bein et al [3] showed that the problem of getting
the zones in order is essentially equivalent to sorting by strip moves. From now
on, we would refer sorting by strip moves simply by strip moves, and sorting
by strip exchanges simply by strip exchanging in this paper. Both the problems
strip moves and strip exchanges are combinatorial optimization problems which
optimize the number of steps to sort a given permutation π into the identity
permutation id. This sorting essentially involves reducing the number of strips
s in π to 1 in id. So algorithms designed for both the problems should target to
reduce the number of strips by the maximum possible at each step.
Its easy to note that a single strip move can reduce the number of strips by at
most 3 at each step. In contrast, a single strip exchanging move can reduce the
number of strips at most by 4. Since the maximum number of strips that can
reduced by a strip exchanging move is more than that of a strip move, algorithms
for the strip exchanging problem are expected to perform better than those for
strip moves for the optical character recognition problem. A little insight into
the problem of strip moves will reveal the fact that a strip move in fact also
interchanges the positions of two sub-strings in π. One is the strip being moved,
and the other is its adjacent sub-string, which might or might not be a strip.
Hence the cost of a strip move operation is essentially equal to the cost of a strip
exchanging operation, which also involves interchanging the positions of two
sub-strings in π. Hence its really interesting to know about the computational
hardness of the strip exchanging problem and have efficient algorithms designed
for it. The strip move problem has been shown to be NP-Complete and the best
known algorithm for it is a 2-approximation. Anything about the computational
hardness of strip exchanging has not been known till date, and the best known
algorithm for it is a 2-approximation.
The strip exchanging problem falls under the category of a class of problems
called the genome rearrangement problems. Over the last decade, sorting under
different such primitives like reversals [8], [9], [10], [11], transpositions [12],
[13], [14], strip moves [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], and block interchanges [6], [7] have
been extensively studied. While sorting under reversals [8] has been proved to be
computationally hard, a big open problem for over a decade is the computational
complexity of sorting by transpositions.
One way to define transposition is, it involves interchanging the positions of
any two adjacent sub-strings of any length in the given permutation π. A block
1

The sorting by strip moves problem [1], [2] is also known as block sorting [3], [4],
[5] in the literature. In order to avoid confusion with another problem, sorting by
block interchanges, we use the term strip moves for block sorting in this paper.
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interchange is a generalization of a transposition. In a block interchange the positions of any two non-intersecting sub-strings of any length are interchanged in
π. Sorting by block interchanges has been shown to be polynomially solvable [6].
Another way to define transposition is, it involves moving a sub-string of any
length to a different position in π. According to this definition, a strip move
is a restricted case of transposition. A strip move a transposition in which the
sub-string moved is a strip. Sorting by strip moves has been proved to be NPComplete [3]. Our primitive at hand, the strip exchange, is a restricted case of
block interchanges. A strip exchange is essentially a block interchange where the
sub-strings interchanged are strips. The study of the computational complexity
of strip exchanging may give further insight into the computational complexity of transpositions, which is a very important open question in genome rearrangement analysis. A general case of transpositions, the block interchanges is
polynomial, while a restricted case of it, the strip moves is NP-Complete. Strip
exchanging, like transpositions, lies somewhere in between block interchanges
and strip moves. Hence knowing about its complexity is definitely going one
step ahead to knowing about the computational complexity of transpositions.
Moreover, as with the other primitives, it is interesting to study strip exchanging,
and develop new algorithms for it to apply in the genome rearrangement analysis.

0.2

Overview of the result and techniques

The sorting by block interchanges problem has been shown to be polynomially
solvable by an algorithm called the minimal block interchanges algorithm [6].
Given an unsorted permutation π, we note that there must be at least two
elements x and y in π which are in wrong order. That is x < y but π =
[1 . . . y . . . x . . .]. The algorithm chooses x and y to be the minimum and maximum such values respectively. Thus, by this choice, we have the element x − 1
to the left of y and the element y + 1 to the right of x in π. Hence π is like π
= [1 . . . x − 1 . . . y . . . x . . . y + 1 . . .]. Now interchanging the sub-strings starting
from the element exactly to the right of x − 1 till y and starting from x till the
element exactly to the left of y + 1 by a block interchanging move gives us the
permutation π 0 = [1 . . . x − 1x . . . yy + 1 . . .]. So by this move, we have at least
brought a pair of elements in order. If two elements are adjacent in π and are
not adjacent in the sorted or identity permutation id, those two elements form
a break-point in π. By performing the move mentioned here, we have essentially
removed at least 2 breakpoints from π. This has been showed to be optimal
in [6]. We note that id does not contain any break-point.
Note that the removal of 1 break-point corresponds to decreasing the number
of strips in π by 1. We remark that the algorithm minimal block interchanges
might not work for strip exchanges. Notice that the two sub-strings which the
algorithm interchanges might always not be strips. If they are not strips, the
move would not be permitted by the primitive strip exchanges.
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A reversal in π is a pair of consecutive elements ab such that a > b. While reducing strip moves to strip exchanging, we first construct a red-blue graph G(π)
for π, as described in [3]. Given π, we draw the blue edges between each pair of
reversals. The red edges are drawn between consecutive elements forming a maximal increasing sub-sequence in π. If there are more than one such sub-sequence,
we choose any one of them. As an example. for π = 4 3 1 9 5 2 11 8 6 10 7 12,
the reversals are (4, 3), (3, 1), (9, 5), (5, 2), (11, 8), (8, 6) and (10, 7). Hence we
have 7 blue edges in G(π). There are several maximal increasing sub-sequences
in π. Some of them are: 4 − 5 − 8 − 10 − 12, 3 − 5 − 8 − 10 − 12, 1 − 5 − 8 − 10 − 12,
1 − 2 − 8 − 10 − 12 and, 1 − 2 − 6 − 7 − 12. If we choose any one of them, we would
have 4 red edges in G(π). In [3], the intuition behind drawing the red edges has
been shown. We would illustrate it briefly in section 1. Further it was shown
in [3] that G(π) cannot have cycles (over both kinds of edges). In [3] a lower
bound for strip moves was identified as the number of blue edges in G(π). This
lower bound was shown to be tight for π iff G(π) is a tree. To be more precise,
iff G(π) is connected. We identify a new lower bound for strip exchange here as
half the number of blue edges in G(π). Next we note that G(π) being a tree is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition for a strip exchanging schedule to exist
on π, which matches this lower bound.
In the reduction, an arbitrary instance of strip moves is reduced to a specific
instance of strip exchanging. The reduction procedure goes on like this: Given
any arbitrary permutation π, we try to construct a longer permutation π 0 by
inserting at most b(π) elements in π, where b(π) is the number of blue edges in
G(π). Our insertion procedure meets the following conditions:
– If G(π) is connected, then we have an optimal strip moves schedule for π.
In this case, G(π 0 ) remains connected after the procedure and we have an
optimal strip exchanging schedule on π 0 .
– If G(π) is not connected, then we do not have an optimal strip moves schedule for π. In this case, G(π 0 ) remains disconnected after the procedure is
performed. Hence we do not have an optimal strip exchanging schedule on
π0 .
The idea behind the reduction procedure is to have two reversals in π 0 (blue
edges e1 , e2 in G(π 0 )), for each reversal in π (blue edge e in G(π)) such that we
have a strip moves move to eliminate e from G(π) iff we have a strip exchanging
move to eliminate e1 and e2 from G(π). The steps following by the procedure
are as follows:
–
–
–
–

Input: An arbitrary permutation π.
Output: A specific permutation π 0 .
Construct red-blue graph G(π) from π.
For each blue edge e.
• Insert an element i in π such that it creates another blue edge e0 in π 0 and
we have a strip exchanging move to eliminate both e and e0 .
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– Graph G(π 0 ) for the reduced permutation π 0 is obtained at the end of the
reduction.
There are some cases in the above procedure where a slight variation of the above
steps are followed. But nevertheless, we note that the maximum number of elements inserted in π would by the above reduction procedure would be b(π) (one
for each blue edge in G(π)). Also each new element inserted would add exactly
one new blue edge in G(π). Now let b(π) and b(π 0 ) are the number of blue edges
in G(π) and G(π 0 ) respectively. Then the above reduction procedure guarantees
that there exists a strip moves schedule for π of b(π) steps iff there exists a strip
exchanging schedule for π 0 of b(π 0 )/2 steps. We note that b(π) and b(π 0 )/2 are
lower bounds for strip moves and strip exchanging respectively. Hence the reduction procedure guarantees that there exists an optimal strip moves schedule
for π iff there exists an optimal strip exchanging schedule for π 0 ).
The reduction outlined above proves that the problem of strip exchanging is
NP-Complete. In Section 1, we present various lower bounds for the problem. In
Section 2, we show the decision version of the problem to be NP-Complete by
reducing a known NP-Complete problem, strip moves (aka block sorting) to it.

1

Lower Bounds for Strip Exchanging

A strip exchanging schedule se(π) for π is a shortest sequence of strip exchanging
moves to sort π. The decision version of the strip exchanging problem would be,
given a permutation π and an integer k > 0, is se(π) = k? In other words,
can we find a strip exchanging schedule of length k? It is trivial to observe
that strip exchanging belongs to NP. But the open question was whether it was
NP-Complete or polynomially solvable.
In section 0.2, we observed that a lower bound for this problem is se(π) ≥
d(s − 1)/4e, where s is the number of strips in π. We illustrated the concept
of a red-blue graph G(π) for a permutation π in section 0.2. Here we use this
concept to get a new lower bound for strip exchanging. Later on, the concept of
this graph has been used in the hardness reduction. We now formally define and
illustrate a few terms from [3] which have already been introduced in section 0.2.
Definition 1 (Reversals). In π, a reversal is a pair of consecutive elements
ab such that a > b.
Definition 2 (Maximal increasing sub-sequence). In π, a longest increasing sub-sequence is a maximal sequence of elements which are monotonically
increasing.
We now state a prove a new lower bound for strip exchanging.
Lemma 1. Let rev(π) be the number of reversals in π. Then se(π) ≥ drev(π)/2e.
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Proof. It is easy to see that one strip exchanging move can reduce rev(π) at
most by 2. Since id does not contain any reversals, strip exchanging is simply
reducing rev(π) to 0. Hence it would require at least drev(π)/2e strip exchanging
moves to sort π. Hence lemma 1 holds.
u
t
We denote the position of element a in π as π(a). Note that all the strips in π
could be replaced by a single element without loss of generality. This is because
we do not break any strip in a strip move or a strip exchanging schedule. When
all the strips in π is replaced by a single element, it is termed as reduced permutation [3] or a kernel permutation [5]. Now onwards we assume π to be reduced
or kernel w.l.o.g. We observe in a short while that this also does not change the
number of blue or red edges in the red-blue graph G(π) constructed from π.
Given π, we construct the red-blue graph G(π) in the following way:
– A blue edge is constructed between the participating elements a and b of
each reversal (a, b).
– A red edge is constructed between two elements a and b if a and b are
consecutive elements of a maximal increasing sub-sequence of π.
The intuition behind the red edges is to treat the elements (strips) participating
as already in their correct positions [3]. We need to move only the other elements
in the strip move or strip exchanging schedule. Thus we effectively save a few
moves here. Now we present a few properties about the red edges proved in [3].
We would state them here as lemmas but would not prove them.
Lemma 2. [3] A red edge is constructed between elements a and b in π if:
– a < b and π(a) < π(b) and
– a and b are joined to form a strip before either is moved and
– If π(a) < π(c) < π(b), then c is moved before a and b are joined.
Lemma 3. [3] Any node x can have a red degree of at most 2. One from y to
x where y < x another from x to z where x < z.
Lemma 4. [3] For any π, G(π) is acyclic over both red and blue edges.
A perfect strip moves schedule [3] on π is a strip moves schedule which sorts
π in rev(π) moves. Note that rev(π) is equal to the number of blue edges in
graph G(π).
Lemma 5. [3] There exists a perfect strip moves schedule on π iff G(π) is a
tree.
An exact strip exchanging schedule on π is a strip exchanging schedule which
sorts π in drev(π)/2e moves. Both perfect strip moves and exact strip exchanging
are optimal.
Lemma 6. The red-blue graph G(π) should be a tree in order for an exact strip
exchanging schedule on permutation π to exist.
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Proof. By Lemma 4, G(π) cannot have any cycles implies, it could only be a
tree, or a forest. Now when G(π) is a forest, let it have two components C1 and
C2 . Since G(π) is not connected, at a stage of any strip exchanging schedule, we
would have a vertex which is isolated. This happens after all the elements in the
connected components have been joined to form strips. We note that we cannot
find any strip exchanging move to move the strip in an isolated vertex which
decreases the number of blue edges by 2. This is because, the strip (element) of
the isolated vertex does not participate in a reversal, and hence is not connected
to any vertices with a blue edge. We could reduce the number of blue edges at
most by 1 by performing a strip exchanging move involving that element. So we
clearly need more moves than drev(π)/2e to sort π by strip exchanging, which
is not exact.
u
t
Its important to note that Lemma 5 is a necessary and sufficient condition for
having a perfect strip moves schedule on π [3]. In case of a exact strip exchanging
schedule, its a necessary, but by no means a sufficient condition. This is because,
the lower bound for strip exchanging with respect to the number of reversals
(blue edges in G(π)) is approximately just half of the lower bound for strip
moves.

2

The Strip Exchanging Problem is NP-Complete

In this work, we reduce strip moves to strip exchanging in this way: Given
any arbitrary instance of strip moves, a permutation π, we construct a specific
instance of strip exchanging, another permutation π 0 by adding a few elements
to π. We then show that a perfect strip moves schedule would exist for π iff there
exists an exact strip exchanging schedule for π 0 .
2.1

In NP

First, its easy to see that strip exchanging belongs to NP. A polynomial-time
non-deterministic Turing machine can always be designed that simply guesses a
schedule of k exchanges and then deterministically checks whether the schedule
when applied on the given permutation π, results in id.
2.2

Construction of π 0 from π

The idea is for each blue edge b in π, we try to insert an element e in π such
that it creates a new blue edge b0 in π 0 . And we have a strip exchanging move
to simultaneously remove b and b0 from π 0 .We introduce a few terms used in the
reduction.
A blue (red) chain in the red-blue graph G(π) is a maximal sequence of adjacent
elements connected by blue (red) edges. As an example the sequence 7 5 4 2 in
the permutation 1 7 5 4 2 6 3 forms a blue chain. For any element i in π, prev(i)
= i − 1 and next(i) = i + 1.For the smallest element i in id (and π), we define
prev(i) = 0 and for i = n, we define next(i) = ∞, where n is the number of
elements in π (and id).
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Definition 3 (Move element). For each blue edge b in G(π), a move element
i is an element in π which:

– is one of the end vertices of b and
– has no red degree and
– is not a move element for any other blue edge b0 .

If both the vertices x and y to which b is adjacent, have no red degree, and is not
a move element for any other blue edge b0 , then the move element for b is the
smaller element among x and y. A variable move(i) associated with every move
element i in π. Initially move(i) = 0 for all the move elements. It gets updated
for two elements in the resulting permutation, after each step of execution of the
reduction procedure. A free element during any step in the reduction is a move
element for which move(i) = 0. Note that both x and y cannot have a red degree.

We would have the following variables and subroutines in the reduction procedure:

– We consider blue edge b = (x, y) (clearly x > y) with the least free element
either x or y at each step of execution of the reduction procedure.
– Clearly, the least free element at this step (either x or y) is the move element
of blue edge (x, y).
– Three pivotal elements p1, p2, and p3. They, along with a few other elements
compute the value of the new element e and its position to be inserted at
each step.
– Subroutines findPivotalLess(x, y) and findPivotalMore(x, y) called when y
is least free element and x is least free element respectively, determine the
pivotal elements p1, p2, and p3 at each step.
– Subroutines placeInFront(x, y, p1, p2, p3) and placeAtBack(x, y, p1, p2, p3)
called when y is least free element and x is least free element respectively,
determine the value and position of the new element e to be inserted.

We describe the main reduction procedure in Algorithm 1. Two subroutines
findPivotalLess and placeInFront used in the main reduction procedure, are described in Algorithms 2 and 3 respectively.
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Input: Any arbitrary permutation π from any given instance of strip
moves
Output: Permutation π 0 for a specific instance of strip exchanging
Construct red-blue graph G(π) and mark the move elements for each blue
edge in G(π);
foreach Move element i in π do
Set move(i) = 0;
end
while There are unmarked blue edges in G(π) do
Let b = (x, y) be the blue edge under consideration;
/* b has least free element in π which might be x or y */
/* x is the larger element in b that is, x > y */
if y is least free element then
findPivotalLess(x, y);
Let p1, p2, and p3 be the three pivotal elements;
placeInFront(x, y, p1, p2, p3);
end
else
/* x is least free element */
findPivotalMore(x, y);
Let p1, p2, and p3 be the three pivotal elements;
placeAtBack(x, y, p1, p2, p3);
end
end
Permutation π 0 is obtained from constructed red-blue graph G(π 0 );
Algorithm 1: The reduction procedure
The other two subroutines findPivotalMore(x, y) and placeAtBack(x, y, p1, p2,
p3) are very similar and omitted here due to space constraints. We include it in
the appendix section however. This finishes the construction of permutation π 0 ,
given π. Please see Figure 1 in the appendix for an example. Here the reduction
procedure function f is defined for all arguments π by f (π) = π 0 . We prove
the correctness and complexity of this reduction procedure in Section 2.3 and
Section 2.4 respectively.

10
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Input: The elements x and y
Output: The pivotal elements p1, p2, and p3
/* This subroutine is called when y is least free element */
/* Decide p1 */
if move(x) does not exist, or move(x) is equal to 0 then
p1 = x;
end
else
/* This case arises if x has been inserted at a previous
step of the reduction. */
Start from x and traverse the chain containing x and y towards left;
Stop at element w, where w is either not a move element, or not a free
element;
p1 = w;
end
/* Decide p2 */
if y is the rightmost element of the chain containing y then
p2 = next(y)
end
else
Let r be the rightmost element of the chain containing y;
if move(r) is equal to next(y) then
p2 = next(next(y));
end
else
p2 = next(y);
end
end
/* Decide p3 */
if z is just before p2 and there exists a blue edge between z and p2 then
p3 = z;
end
else
p3 = 0;
end
Algorithm 2: The findPivotalLess(x, y) subroutine

2.3

Complexity

It is not hard to see that f is computable in polynomial time. Constructing G(π)
takes O(n2 ) time, setting move(i) for all the move elements takes O(n). Each
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subroutine in the while loop takes O(n) time; so the loop takes O(n2 ) time to
execute. This makes the total run-time of f equal to O(n2 ).

Input: The elements x and y and the pivotal elements p1, p2, and p3
Output: A new element e to be inserted and its position to be inserted
based on some cases
if p3 is equal to 0 then
e is an element with a value between p1 and next(p1) i.e
p1 < e < next(p1);
Insert e just in front of p2 (adjacent to p2);
Set move(y) to e and move(e) to y ;
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (e, p2);
end
else
/* p3 is not equal to 0 */
if p3 is free and is equal to next(p1) then
/* This is the only case in which we do not need to
insert any new element */
Set move(y) to p3 and move(p3) to y;
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (p3, p2);
end
if (p3 is greater than next(p1)) or (p3 is not free and is equal to
next(p1)) then
e is an element with a value between p1 and next(p1) i.e
p1 < e < next(p1);
Insert e between p3 and p2;
Set move(y) to e and move(e) to y;
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (e, p2);
end
if p3 is less than p1 then
e is an element with a value between prev(p3) and p3 i.e
prev(p3) < e < p3;
Insert e right after p1 i.e at position π(p1) + 1;
Set move(y) to p3 and move(p3) to y;
if p1 is not equal to x then
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (p3, p2);
end
else
Mark blue edges (e, y) and (p3, p2);
end
end
end
Algorithm 3: The placeInFront(x, y, p1, p2, p3) subroutine
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Correctness

We need to show here that a perfect strip moves schedule exists for π iff an exact
strip exchanging schedule exists for π 0 . For that we prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 7. A new element e, whenever added to π at any step in the reduction
procedure f , creates and adds exactly 1 blue edge in G(π).
Proof. We consider each of the 3 cases of element insertion of the subroutine placeInFront (Algorithm 3) and show that in each of these cases exactly one blue
edge is created and added to G(π). The arguments for the subroutine placeAtBack is analogous and is omitted here. For a recap, we call placeInFront when
we consider a blue edge (x, y), with x > y, and y is the least free element.
– Case 1 (p3 = 0): We have p1 equal to x or w here. Clearly, w > x since it
lies to the left of x in a chain. Again p2 equals next(y) or next(next(y)). We
take p1 = x, and p2 = next(y) for the sake of simplicity. We however note
the claim holds for the other values of p1 and p2 as well.
Since x > y, and next(y) > y, p1 ≥ p2. Now we have p1 < e < next(p1).
Hence e > p2 and therefore (e, p2) is a new blue edge in G(π). Moreover,
if there was an element z right in front of p2, and p2 and z did not form a
blue edge, we have z < p2. Hence z < e, and z and e do not form a blue
edge in G(π). Therefore only one new blue edge (e, p2) is added to G(π). If
p1 = w > x, and p2 = next(next(y)), we clearly have p1 > p2, since p1 6= p2.
Hence the lemma holds.
– Case 2 (p3 6= 0): In this case (p3, p2) is a blue edge in G(π). Clearly p3 < p2.
There are two sub-cases in which a new element e gets added. We omit the
sub-case in which no element gets added, because there is nothing to prove.
∗ p3 > next(p1): Just like above, lets take p1 = x, and p2 = next(y). Here
we insert element e where p1 < e < next(p1) between p3 and p2. Since
p3 > next(p1), we have p3 > e, and thus (p3, e) forms a blue edge in
G(π). Again e > p1, and p1 ≥ p2. Hence e > p2. Hence (e, p2) forms a
blue edge. Here due to this insertion, blue edge (p3, p2) is eliminated, and
two new blue edges (p3, e), and (e, p2) are added to G(π). Hence effectively
a single new blue edge gets added. The arguments for the other case where
p1 = w > x and p2 = next(next(y)) are very similar.
∗ p3 < p1: In this case we insert prev(p3) < e < p3 right after p1. Since
e < p3 < p1, (p1, e) forms a new blue edge. Now if we take p1 = x and
p2 = next(y), then since p3 > p2, we have e > p3 > y. Hence (e, y)
forms another new blue edge. Therefore in this case, blue edge (x, y) gets
eliminated by the insertion, and two new blue edges (x, e) and (e, y) get
added to G(π). Hence a single blue edge is inserted in effect. The case
where p1 = w > x would follow by a very similar argument. The case
where w does not form a blue edge with the element u to its right (if u
exists) is trivial. In the other case, (w, u) is a blue edge with w > x and
u > y, since it lies to the left of blue edge (x, y) in the same chain. The
argument in this case is very similar to the above.
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u
t
Observation 1 A new element e, whenever added to π at any step in the reduction procedure f , does not change the number of red edges in G(π).
Corollaries 1 and 2 immediately follow from Lemma 7 and Observation 1.
Corollary 1. The number of new blue edges inserted to G(π) during the reduction, is equal to the number of new elements inserted to π.
Corollary 2. If G(π) is a tree, G(π 0 ) is also a tree.
Lemma 8. If G(π 0 ) is a tree, G(π) is also a tree.
Proof. In case G(π) was not a tree, it was disconnected. This implies there is
at least two components C1 and C2 in G(π). Now suppose x new elements get
inserted to π to form π 0 during the reduction. By corollary 1 the number of blue
edges which gets added to G(π) to form G(π 0 ) is x. But at least x + 1 edges
are required to connect C1 and C2 along with the x new elements. Hence G(π 0 )
cannot be connected too. Hence the lemma.
u
t
Lemma 7 implies, in case we have a perfect strip moves schedule on π, we
could have an exact strip exchanging schedule in π 0 . Lemma 7 was important
to prove because had G(π 0 ) got disconnected due to the procedure, then by
lemma 6, we could not obtain an exact strip exchanging schedule for π 0 .
Lemma 9. If there exists a perfect strip moves schedule for π, then there exists
an exact strip exchanging schedule for π 0 .
Proof. We note that the following algorithm would give us an exact strip exchanging schedule for π 0 :
1. Pick the least unsorted element i in π 0
2. Exchange the strip s1 containing element i with the strip s2 containing
move(i)
3. Return to first step while there are blue edges left in G(π 0 )
Note that the above algorithm eliminates 2 blue edges from G(π 0 ) at every step.
Eliminating the 2 blue edges do not affect other edges or add any new edge since
both the elements interchanged join with some other strip in π 0 . The number
of strips reduces by at least 2 at each step. Hence it gives us an exact strip
exchanging schedule.
u
t
Lemma 10. If there exist an exact strip exchanging schedule for π 0 , then there
exist a perfect strip moves schedule for π.
Proof. If there exists an an exact strip exchanging schedule for π 0 , then G(π 0 )
must be a tree. Then by Lemma 8, G(π) is also a tree. Hence by Lemma 5, there
is a perfect strip moves schedule for π.
u
t
Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 implies that a perfect strip moves schedule exists
for π iff an exact strip exchanging schedule exists for π 0 . This leads to the main
result.
Theorem 1. Strip exchanging is NP-Complete.
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Conclusion

We have shown the strip exchanging problem to be NP-Complete here. This
was interesting because sorting under exchanging any two sub-strings and not
just strips has been shown to be polynomial. This proves that the additional
constraint of the sub-strings exchanged to be strips makes the problem hard.
It would be interesting to know what happens if we relax the constraint a bit.
What if one of the sub-strings exchanged be a strip while the other could be any
sub-string of the given permutation? Another interesting problem would be to
find whether strip exchanging is APX-Hard.
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my mentor Atri Rudra for being a
constant source of encouragement and inspiration.
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Appendix
An intuition behind choosing the pivotal elements p1, p2, and
p3, and inserting the new element e at each step

Recall that a blue edge (x, y) is drawn between adjacent elements xy such that
x > y. Say (x, y) is the blue edge in G(π) to be considered at the current reduction step, and y is its move element, that is the current least free element
of the permutation. The intuition behind the insertion of the new element e is,
we would try to create a new blue edge in G(π) in such a way that we have a
strip exchanging move to eliminate (x, y) and the newly created edge. Also we
would try to do this in a way such that the move element y is one of the strips
exchanged in that strip exchanging move.
Intuitively, the way out is to create a move such that y is moved after y + 1 to
form a new strip {y y + 1}. Again x should form a strip with the newly inserted
element. Note that the strip exchanging move which exchanges y and e places e
after x. Hence the value of e should be in between x and x + 1. Hence the best
way seems to be inserting e = x + 0.5 before y + 1.
Now if there is nothing in front of y + 1, or if y + 1 does not have a blue edge
with the element z exactly in front of it since x > y, we have x + 0.5 > y + 1.
Hence (x + 0.5, y + 1) forms a new blue edge. Again since z < y (no blue edge
between them), z < x + 0.5. Hence z and x + 0.5 do not form a blue edge. Hence
in this case only one new blue edge is added to G(π) and we are done.
If there exists a blue edge (z, y + 1):
– If x + 0.5 < z, the blue edge (z, y + 1) gets eliminated because x + 0.5 is
inserted in between z and y + 1. But two new blue edges (z, x + 0.5) (since
x + 0.5 < z), and (x + 0.5, y + 1) (since x + 0.5 > y + 1) are formed. Hence
we have effectively only one new blue edge inserted here, and we are done.
– If x + 0.5 > z, then inserting x + 0.5 in between z and y + 1 forms only one
new blue edge and disconnects the graph. The blue edge (z, x + 0.5) does not
form. Hence to fix this, we make a different insertion here. Instead of taking
element e = x + 0.5, we take e = z − 0.5 here and insert it between x and y.
The idea is, we would exchange z and y in the strip exchanging move. Note
that the move brings yy + 1 and z − 0.5z together and thus two new strips
get formed. But it still remains to be proved that only one new blue edge
is inserted in G(π) due to this insertion. Note that the blue edge (x, y) gets
eliminated due to this insertion. Now x + 0.5 > z, hence x > z − 0.5, hence
(x, z − 0.5) forms a blue edge. Again since (z, y + 1) is a blue edge, z > y + 1,
hence z − 0.5 > y and therefore (z − 0.5, y) forms a new blue edge and we
are done.
For the above case, the elements which determine the value and position of the
element e to be inserted are x, y + 1, and z. These are the pivotal elements.
However there are some small exceptions to this. Element x might have been
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inserted in a previous step by the reduction. In that case, we consider the element
w which is the first element in the current not inserted in any previous step. The
second step in Figure 2 is such an example. In this step, (3.5, 2) is the blue edge
currently under consideration. But since 3.5 was inserted in a previous step, we
consider the pivotal element as 5 instead of it.
4.2

An example of execution of the reduction procedure

We illustrate the reduction procedure with an example permutation π = 4 3 1
9 5 2 11 8 6 10 7 12 in Figure 1. π 0 = 4 3 1 9 5.5 5 3.7 3.5 2 11 8 6 3.6 10 8.5 7
12 is the output of the reduction. Each move element i its move(i) shown in the
boxes in the figure. All the blue edges are marked at the end of the reduction.
Note that this is a YES instance of the problem.

18
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Fig. 1. Execution of the reduction procedure on a permutation.
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Finally we include the subroutines findPivotalMore and placeAtBack, which are
almost alike the findPivotalLess and placeInFront subroutines. We had omitted
these subroutines earlier due to space constraints:
Input: The elements x and y
Output: The pivotal elements p1, p2, and p3
/* This subroutine is called when x is least free element */
/* Decide p1 */
if move(y) does not exist, or move(y) is equal to 0 then
p1 = y;
end
else
/* This case arises if y has been inserted at a previous
step of the reduction. */
Start from y and traverse the chain containing x and y towards right;
Stop at element w, where w is either not a move element, or not a free
element;
p1 = w;
end
/* Decide p2 */
if x is the leftmost element of the chain containing x then
p2 = prev(x)
end
else
Let l be the leftmost element of the chain containing x;
if move(r) is equal to prev(x) then
p2 = prev(prev(x));
end
else
p2 = prev(x);
end
end
/* Decide p3 */
if z is just after p2 and there exists a blue edge between z and p2 then
p3 = z;
end
else
p3 = 0;
end
Algorithm 4: The findPivotalMore(x, y) subroutine
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Input: The elements x and y and the pivotal elements p1, p2, and p3
Output: A new element e to be inserted and its position to be inserted
based on some cases
if p3 is equal to 0 then
e is an element with a value between p1 and prev(p1) i.e
p1 > e > prev(p1);
Insert e just after p2 (adjacent to p2);
Set move(x) to e and move(e) to x ;
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (e, p2);
end
else
/* p3 is not equal to 0 */
if p3 is free and is equal to prev(p1) then
/* This is the only case in which we do not need to
insert any new element */
Set move(x) to p3 and move(p3) to x;
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (p3, p2);
end
if (p3 is less than prev(p1)) or (p3 is not free and is equal to
prev(p1)) then
e is an element with a value between p1 and next(p1) i.e
p1 > e > prev(p1);
Insert e between p3 and p2;
Set move(x) to e and move(e) to x;
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (e, p2);
end
if p3 is greater than p1 then
e is an element with a value between next(p3) and p3 i.e
p3 < e < next(p3);
Insert e right before p1 i.e at position π(p1) − 1;
Set move(x) to p3 and move(p3) to x;
if p1 is not equal to y then
Mark blue edges (x, y) and (p3, p2);
end
else
Mark blue edges (x, e) and (p3, p2);
end
end
end
Algorithm 5: The placeAtBack(x, y, p1, p2, p3) subroutine
For a recap, these two subroutines are called from the main reduction procedure
if and when x (the greater element) is the move element for the current blue
edge (x, y) under consideration.
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An example of the application of strip exchanging in OCR

In figure 2, we illustrate this concept with an example inspired by an application
in optical character recognition. Here we have a permutation “How ? they did it
do” recognized, but not in the correct order “How they did do it ?”. We observe
that it requires 2 strip exchanging moves to sort the permutation. The strips
have been moved and combined with other strips to form larger strips at each
step.

Fig. 2. How to sort “How ? they did it do” using strip exchanging.
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